New Teaching Company Course!

A temporary “time-out” from my posting on the Jewishness of Matthew’s Gospel.

I received the good news that my new course with the Teaching Company (now called the Great Courses) has become available today. I am, needless to say, very pleased. Those of you who have been reading every post for the past few months will remember me talking about the course. It is called “The Greatest Controversies in Early Christianity.” As with all the courses I’ve done, this one was 24 lectures in length, each lecture 30 minutes in length. As I indicated before, these are the topics it covers:

1. Was Jesus Born in Bethlehem?
2. Was Jesus’ Mother a Virgin?
3. Did Jesus have a twin brother, Thomas?
4. Is Jesus in the Dead Sea Scrolls?
5. Did Jesus Preach that the World Would End in his own day?
6. Was Mary Magdalene Jesus’ Closest Disciple?
7. Was Jesus Married?
8. What Did Judas Betray?
9. Did the Jews kill Jesus?
10. Was Pontius Pilate a Secret Christian?
11. Why Did Jesus’ Early Followers Claim that He Was Raised from the Dead?
12. Who were The Original Christians?
13. Do the Gnostic Gospels reveal the true Jesus?
14. Were Jews expecting a suffering messiah?
15. Is Paul the Real Founder of Christianity?
16. Did the Disciples Write the Gospels?
17. Are there forgeries in the New Testament?
18. Do We Know What Happened to the Apostles?
19. Was Christianity an Illegal Religion?
20. Does the Book of Revelation Predict our Future?
22. Is the Old Testament a Christian book?
23. Did the Early Christians Believe in the Trinity?

As always, I enjoyed doing the course. But these things are a bit rough. It’s hard enough giving 24 lectures over the course of four days; but it’s even harder doing it to an empty room, with no audience to feed off of. The hardest thing is humor. It’s very difficult telling a joke when there’s no one there to laugh....
In any event, the course is “audio-only” (no video), so it’s available just on CD. (That wasn’t my choice: I prefer video; but they needed an audio course and asked if I’d do this one....)

One word of advice: NEVER (as in NOT EVER IN YOUR LIFE) buy one of the Great Courses at full price. They are regularly and consistently discounted to a ridiculous extent, usually around 70% (so that a $179 course you can buy for, like $49). That’s still a lot of money, but I think these courses (not mine - just in general) are worth it. I’ve got a bunch of them myself on various things I’m interested in, and constantly find them to be unusually high quality – well done, well produced, highly informative, and entertaining.

I am about to propose a new course for them, on my next book, “How Jesus Became God.” There’s no guarantee they’ll do it: in fact, they’ve decided NOT to do a bunch of courses I’ve proposed in the past. Their procedure is to send out a course description/ proposal to hundreds of their customers, and based on their polling, to decide whether to produce it or not. But I think it would be a great course and I hope they do to. In the meantime, it’s nice to have this one available now.
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Outta Here